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RAPID SIZING OF POTENTIALLY TSUNAMIGENIC EARTHQUAKES
AT REGIONAL DISTANCES IN ALASKA

P. M. Uhitmore and T. J. Sokolowski

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
National Weather Service

Alaska Tsunami Warning Center, Palmer, Alaska USA

ABSTRACT—————

The Alaska Tsunami Warning Center (ATWC) is a regional warning
center responsible for providing tsunami warnings for
potentially tsunamigenic earthquakes occurring in Alaska and the
west coasts of Canada and the USA. Since regional warnings are
initiated using seismic information alone, the ATWC developed
and implemented a long period MS scale to aid in rapid magnitude
determinations for large regional earthquakes. Sixteen shallow
earthquakes (MS > 5.7) occurring along the ,41eutian subduction
zone a re evalu—ated. Long period (T 20sd vertical
seismometer amplitudes from stations les’1 ti;an 20 from the
source are compared to the National Earthquake Information
Center’s published POE MS values computed from the IASpEI
formula (with D > 20° and 18s < T < 22s). life found that for
the period ranlge ~8s < T < 22s: – –—_

MS = log(A/T) + 1.6610gD -I-3.3 D > 16°
MS = lclg(A/T) + 0.9410gD + 4.2 5° < D T 16°

where A is the null-to-peak ground motion in microns and D is
the distance in degrees. These formulae were successfully used
during the recent tsunami warnings that were initiated by the
ATWC. Additionally, this approach readily lends itself to
automation, utilizes existing seismic instrumentation and
computers, and enhances accuracy and standardization of
procedures.
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INTRODUCTION———

The Alaska Tsunami Warning Center (AT WC) is responsible for
providing tsunami warnings to the Pacific coasts of Alaska,
Canada, Washington, Oregon, and California for potentially
tsunamigenic earthquakes which occur in these regions
(Sokolow ski, 1985). Rapid issuance of warnings translates
directly into lives saved of those individuals in the immediate
vicinity of a tsunami genie event. Earthquakes are located and
sized by the ATWC using numerous short period and 6 long period
seismometers. Since regional warnings are initiated based on
seismic data alone, it is necessary to locate the event rapidly
(Sokolow ski et al., 1983) and to determine whether it has
exceeded a warning threshold. One of the main difficulties in
issuing warnings quickly is an accurate determination of whether
or not the event has exceeded the threshold magnitude.

The tsunami generation potential of an earthquake is often
related tcl its magnitude (Murty, 1977). Rayleigh waves of 20s
period are reliable for sizing earthquakes above magnitude 6.0
and below saturation at about 7 3/4 (Kanamori and Given, 1983).
The longer wavelength of the 20s wave more accurately describes
the source size and process time of large earthquakes than
shorter wiivelength body and surface waves. Iida (1970) showed
that the boundary between nontsunamigenic and tsunami genie
earthquakes is near magnitude 7 (within the range of MS
reliability). Therefore, the use of 20s period Rayleigh waves is
acceptable for issuing regional tsunami warnings. It has been
proposed that the very long period surface waves (50-200s) and
thus the seismic moment are better still to predict tsunami
generation (Gusiakov,1983; Kanamori and Given,1983; Talandier et
al.,1987). However, the proper instrumentation for recording
very long period surface waves is not presently available at the
AT WC.

This paper discusses a relationship between Rayleigh wave
amplitude and distance for epicentral distances less than that
for which the standard IASPEI surface wave magnitude formula is
valid. The IA SPEI formula:

MS = log(A/T) + 1.6610g D + 3.3 (1)

where A is the null-to-peak ground motion in microns, T is the
period in seconds, and D is epicentral distance in degrees, is
taken to be valid $ver the period range 18s < T < 22s and
distance range 20 < D < 160° by the Nat~onal –Earthquake
Information Center. Th~s rel~tionship was examined, using ATWC
long period data, to empirically determine an MS method that can
be used to rapidly size potentially tsunami genie regional
earthquakes. Prior to the implementation of a regional MS scale,
methods of sizing potentially tsunami genie earthquakes available
at the ATWC were: 1.) traditional ML computations, and 2.) MS
determinations with D > 20 . Traditional ML computations
suffer saturation effects ‘for events with M > 6.5 (Heat on, et
al.,1983) and are not very good for evaluating the tsunami genie
potential of an. earthquake. MS determinations from distances
greater than 20 have proven very reliable for earthquakes 6.0
< M < 7 3/4 which are of interest for regional warnings.
i-lo~ever, the travel time for Rayleigh waves for a distance of
20 is about 11 minutes. To this time, about 5 minutes must be
added for the maximum amplitude w:ithin the acceptable period
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range to develop. Therefore, sizing of a potentially
tsunami genie ~!arthquake cannot be initiated in less than about
15 minutes using the traditional MS distances. AIso, depending
on the location of the earthquake and the distributionoof sites,
the distance may be considerably greater than 20 to the
nearest appropriate long period seismometer. A regional MS scale
will have the advantages of being more accurate than local
magnitudes and will yield a more rapid resulk than using surface
wave magnitudes at distances greater than 20 .

Several studies have been performed using surface waves at
regional distances (Solovyev and Solovyeva,~;~8; Wagner,1970;
Basham,1971; Evernden,1971; Marshall Basham,1973;
Nuttli,1973; Nuttli and Kim,1975; Thomas et alij;;[8) and are
summarized b,y Bath (1981). VIOst of the concerned
discrimination between explosions and earthquakes using MS:Mb
ratios. For explosions, MS is often too small to be seen at
teleseismic distances so regional data must be used. Most of the
above studies used intraplate earthquakes with M < 5. In
contrast, this study uses subduction zone earthquakes with M >
5.7*

—
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Figure2.DMS(from eq. (2)) as a function of distance.
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from the maximum amplitude Rayleigh wave between 18s and 22s
period. Dashed line is a linear correction. added to”~A~C tO
equate it with the teleseismic value.
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Long period seismograms from sixteen earthquakes ranging from
MS 5.7 to 7.7 were evaluated. The earthquakes were located along
the Aleutian subduction zone (Figure 1). Figure 1 also shows the
location of the long period seismometers in Alaska which are
recorded in real-time at the ATWC. Not shown are long period
sites at Newport, Washington and Golden, Colorado that also
telemeter data to the ATNC in real-time. The long period
seismometers are vertical, Model 7505A GeoTech seismometers with
T =20s. These are recorded at different gains ranging from
0.%05K to 1.OK. All of the earthquakes evaluated were less than
50km deep (see Table 1 for earthquake parameters).

TABLE 1
Earthau~_@~ameters

Eq. #
---I---

2
3
4
5
6

:
9
10
11
12
13

;:
16

S.D. -

Date
lT:81
5-9-85
5-24-85
10-9-85
4-11-86
5-7-86
5-7-86
5-8-86
5-15-86
5-17-86
7-19-86
9-13-86
1-5-87
2-27-87
5-6-87
6-21-87

Lat~
~N
51.5N
51.3N
54.8N
54.2N
51.4N
51.4N
51.3N
52.3N
52.3N
53.6N
56.2N
52.5N
53.5N
51.2N
54.2N

standard deviation of

Long.
1-7-7X3-E
177.9E
178.3W
159.6W
167.9W
174.8W
174*7W
175.4W
174*7W
174*5W
167.2W
153*3W
169.3W
167.3W
179.9W
162.5W

‘SPDE

Dep.
--_T3--
33
34
30
33
22
35
18
33
26
33
33
33
18
33
33

6.0
5.8
6.6
5.9
6.0
7*7
6.2
6.4
6.6
5*7
6.3
6.6
6.7
6.4
6.2

‘e 7
0.21
0.19
0.21
0.19
0.30
0.31
0.31
0.24
0.24
0.28
0.30
0.21
0.28
0.28
0.27

Each long period seismogram was evaluated by measuring several
amplitude peaks in the Rayleigh wave train for periods ranging
from 10s to 24s. The MS computed at the ATWC (MS
determined for each using eq. (1) regardless of P$JYJ2 ;::
epicentral distance. The difference (DMS) between the average’MS
published in the Preliminary Determination of Epicenters Monthly
Listing (MS PDE) and MS ATWC was then computed from

DMS
= ‘SPDE - ‘s AT WC” (2)

DMS is plc)tted as a linear function of distance in Figures 2 and
3. In Figure 2 is computed from the maximum amplitude
regardless of ‘P)~$TwcCircles in Figure 2 indicate magnitudes
computed from Raylei~h waves with periods less than 18s. Figure
3 shows MS ATWC computed taking the maximum amplitude in the

,.,
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Figure 1. [arthquake and LP seismometer locations.

@- Loncj Period seiswmeter; Pt!R - Palmer, SIT - Sitka, SON - Sand Point, WY - Shemya 1.

A- [arthquake locations (see Table 1 for paranetefi).

period range 18s to 22s. The data in Figures 2 and 3 were also
considered as a logarithmic function of distance, but the
results were no more consistent than the linear plots.

Log(A /1) is used throughout the magnitude computations
instead 0’?axlog(A/T) because this quantity is easier to
compute. Ease and q~?c?kness in computations is important in a
warning situation. Over the limited period range 18s to 22s, the
quantities are usually equal.

RESULTS.—

Comparison of Figures 2 and 3 indicates that magnitudes
computed using the maximum amplitude regardless of period are
not as consistent as those computed over the narrower period
band 18s to 22s. This implies the amplitude vs. distance
relation varies with period (i.e., the constants in eq. (1) vary
as a function of the period measured).

Figure 3 shows that MSA computed from eq. (1) shows an
increasing divergence from t~$’%eleseismic value with decreasing
distance. This is equivalent to saying the amplitude at these
close-in distances is lower than expected from eq. (1).
Therefore, an eyeball fit correction, C, which is linear with
distance can be added to the calculated MS ATWC value to remove
the divergence from the teleseismic value;

C = 0.53 - 0.033D 5° < D < 16°. (3)

The dashed line in Figure 3 is a graphical representation of C.
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Figure 5. Rayleigh -wave travel time plotted as a function
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arrival. Circles indicate time to maximum amplitude within
the period range 18s to 22s. The time indicated by the circles
is essentially the minimum time required to initiate a warning.
The line is the calculated arrival time using a Rayleigh wave
velc}city of 3.5 km/s.
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Equation (3) is added to eq. (1) and a least-squares fit is
computed to yield the resulting equation in standard form;

MS = log(A/T) + 0.9410gD + 4.2 5° < D < lfj”. (4)

This procedure is essentially equivalent to plotting the results
as a logarithmic function of distance and Ocomputing a
least-squares fit. For distances greater than 16 , there does
n t seemoto Ibe a distance related variation as there is from58 to 16 . This is als~ seen in Figure 4 which shows IIMS vs.
ili~tance from O to 60 . Therefore, we extend eq. (1) to D >
16 .

—

DISCUSSION.-———..

We have chosen to use just the 18s to 22s period Rayleigh
waves for regional MS computations for four main reasons. First,
the attenuation is generally more consistent over different
paths for surface waves with T > 16s than for waves with T < 16s
(Mitchell, 1975). That is, the–constants in eq. (4) will vary
less as a function of the path travelled for 18s to 22s Rayleigh
waves than for waves with T < 16s due to the quality factor, Q,
being nearly constant for longer wavelengths. Second, measuring
a relatively narrow band of frequencies will prevent variations
of the attenuation coefficient as a function of frequency over
an area of cclnstant Q (Nuttli, 1973). Third, due to the greater
velocity of long period surface waves, the 18s to 22s waves will
often arrive up to a minute before those with T < 16s at
regional distdlnces. Therefore, an earthquake can be siz~d faster
with the 18s to 22s period waves. Fourth, the empirical data
presented here show the greatest consistency in the 18s to 22s
period Rayleigh waves.

MS values computed in this study (D < 20°) using eqs.
value 824 ‘~~and (1) fall within 0.2 of the teleseismic MS

the time. Standard deviations of the MS $!lfues 0are listed
in Table 1. These normally range from O.?D~o 0.3. This impolies
th ~re is no more scatter in using eq. (4) for data from 5 to
16 than there is from using eq. (1) at distances greater than
20°. In Figure 4, DMS values from AT’JC stations using eqs. (1)
and (4) are plotted vs. distance. The regional values no longer
show a systematic deviation from MSPDE with distance.

Nuttli & Kim (1975) showed &heoretically t$at MS for 20s
period Rayleigh waves with 10< D<30 , assuming an
attenuation coefficient of 0.015 /degriXe, sho~ld obey the formula

MS = log(A/T)

This is similar to
others which were
differences between
in the neriod of

+ 1.0710g D + 4.16. (5)

the formula presented here and to several
empirically derived (see Table 2). The

the formulae may be due to: 1.) differences
Rayleigh waves measured, 2.) geologic

differences in the areas examined, and 3.) not measuring pure
Rayleigh waves on the seismogram. One and two above are
differences which will change the value of the actual
attenuation which is present. The third factor may be due to
higher modes adding with the fundamental mode Rayleigh wave
which can produce complex seismograms at regional distances



(Nuttli,1973; Forsyth,1976). Note that in the two other studies
listed in Table 2 which use surface waves of periods comparable
to what we used (Evernden,1971 and Nuttli and Kim,1975 which
studied earthquakes from different tectonic provin~es than
st died here),% the maximum difference in MS from 5 <D<
16 is about 0.1. This implies the most important factor of
those listed above is the period measured and that the path
travelled is not critical when using surface waves of periods
near 20s.

TABLE 2
Regional MS formula e~iiio~ed from Bath (1981))

Source Formula
m-i-(1970) 4S=log(A/T)+l.6610gD+2e4
Basham(1971) MS=log(A/T)+O.7910gD+4.5 4
Evernden(1971) MS=log(A/T)+l.010gD+4.22

Marshall and MS=log(A/T )+ O.810gD+P(D)
Basham(1973)
Nuttli(1973) MS=log(A/T)+l.6610gD+2.6
Nuttli and MS=log(A/T)+l.0710gD+4.l 6
Kim(1975)
Thomas et al. MS=log(A/T)+l.1510gD+4.l 7
(1978)
Whitmore and MS=log(A/T)+O.9410gD+4.2
Sokolowski

D(o) T(s)
--TTo m-
4-45 8-14
<25 10-14—

17-19
<25 12

2-20 3-12
10-30 17-23

0-150 26

5-16 18-22

Comments
. Am. e~-plosions

N. Am. explosions
USA explosions
USA earthquakes
P(D)=path corr.,
use per. of A
east USA qua~e%x
theoretical eq.
& Eurasian quakes
1.15 = ave. valo
of amplitude decay
Alaska quakes

A future possibility for refining this technique is to
filter the long period signal with a trapezoidal bandpass filter
with 18s and 22s the respective low pass and high pass
parameters. This could be done in near real-time at the ATWC.
Filtering c)ut the higher and lower frequencies will probably
change the constants in eq. (3) since we will be looking at
closer to a pure 20s Rayleigh wave. By filtering out the higher
modes, banclpass filtering should reduce the scatter at close-in

:I::;:c:! “nd ‘nay ‘ermit ‘Xtrapo’ation ‘f ‘his ‘echnique ‘0
A certain amount of scatter between the average teleseismic

MS and the regional MS will be present no matter how much
filtering, etc. is performed on the data. A way to minimize this
scatter is by having additional regional long period
seismometers to average MS values for each large quake.

Using eq. (4), a potentially tsunamigenic event can be sized
rapidly and a tsunami warning issued. Figure 5 shows the time
required before sizing an event (an$ thus the initiation of a
warning) for distances less than 20 . Points in Figure 5 show
the time to the first arrival of the Rayleigh wave while circles
indicate the time to the maximum amplitude within the range 18s
< T < 22s. The first arrivals under 20° correspond to a
lTaylei Zjh wave velocity of 3.5 km/s. The maximum amplitude then
takes from I to 5 minutes to develop.

,,
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CONCLUSIONS——

We conclutie from this study that:
1.) MS computed from eq. (4), which corrects for amplitude
variations as a function of distance, does not have a
consistent deviation from the MSP with distance,
and is within 0.2 of that value 82% l?+ th”~l#;me,
2.) Eq. (1) is valid to about 16 ,
3.) Surface wave magnitudes computed from seismograms at
regional distances are good, rapid estimates of an
earthquake’s size in the magnitude range 6 to 7 3/4.
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Numerical Computation of Tsunami Run–up by t,he Upstream Derivative Method

Zygmunt Kowalik and Inkweon Bang

Institute of Marine Science, University of Alaska,

Fail banks, Alaska 99775-1080

Abstract

A numerical method based on the upstream formulation for the advective term is applied to
calculate run-up. The third order and fourth order approximations have been built on five-point
and seven–point stencils to describe nonlinear advective term. The derived numerical solutions are
compared with the analytical solutions by Carrier and Greespan (1958), Ball (1964) and Thacker
(1981).
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Introduction

The problems in simulating run-up are related to nonlinearity and to the moving boundary
(Lewis and Adams, 1983). The boundary line between water and dry land belongs to both envi-
ronments and has no clear predictive equation which defines geometry of this boundary in time.
Generally two numerical techniques have been developed to overcome this obstacle.

In the first approach a system of equations is solved by finite-difference method with the
moving boundary defined by special set of conditions (see e.g., Sielecki and Wurtele 1970, Flather
and Heaps 1975, Lewis and Adams 1983).

In the second approach a transformation of variables is applied and the independent variables
z, t are transformed as

x=?
l(t)

and T=t

Where 1(t) is the dist ante from the origin of coordinate to a shore line. Through this transformation
the variable region O < z < l(t) is transformed into a fixed region O < X < 1, and no special
boundary condition is required. The method has been extensively applied by L’atkher et al.(1978),
Johns (1982) and Takeda (1984).

In this work ‘we shall apply the former approach but we resolve nonlinear terms with a high
order approximation by the multi–point upstream method. This method generates both a stable
and an accurate scdution without nonlinear instabilities at the moving boundary which often require
a special treatment (Lewis and Adams, 1983). It also reduces diffusion generated by a simple
upstream method and dispersion caused by the symmetricalnumerical forms (Mesinger and Arakawaj
1976).

Equations and their difference forms

The vertically integrated set of equations of motion and continuity is used and only one
dimensional problem is considered:

8< _ i3(H~u)
13t – (3X

(2)

All the notation is standard with positive u representing onshore velocity, $ is the sea level variation
and H1 is the average water depth H plus sea level variation {, To construct a numerical scheme, a
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space staggered grid ifi applied which requires either sea level or velocity as a boundary condition.
The leap–frog scheme is used for the time differencing. Alternatively, the Euler scheme is applied
at regular intervals (every 20 time steps) to suppress the computational mode inherent to the leap-
frog scheme (Mesinger and Arakawa, 1976) .This mode can be also suppressed by time filtering
(Ramming and Kowalik, 1980). Denoting ~ as index of integration along z direction and m as
index for the time stepping, the leap-frog and Euler numerical forms are:

$“+1‘- q?- 1 ‘~+10“5(Hl~j + ‘l~j+ 1
) - uyo.5(H7j + H~j_,)

—— =—
2T h

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

In the above equations time step is denoted as T and space step is h. Also notice that the .j index
for sea level and velocity denotes two different spatial points (sea level is located to the right of

the velocity point). In constructing the finite difference form of the advective term u%, the high

order upstream difference is used (see Appendix),
UL

Run–up condition and the results of experiments

Because the boundary location is changing in time, we need to determine position of the
moving boundary at each time step to apply boundary conditions, This was done by a simple
algorithm proposed by Flather and Heaps (1975) for the storm surge computations. To answer
whether Uj is a dry or wet point, the sea level is tested at this point;

{

uj is wet point, if 0.5($j–l + fj) 2 0;
uj ~S dry point, (7)if 0.5(fj_l + fj) <0

The point Uj k defined to be a right boundary if Uj–l is wet and uj is dry. The point uj is defined
as a left boundary if uj+ 1 is wet and uj is dry.

Next Sielecki and Wurtele’s (1970) extrapolation of the sea level to the first dry point was
used. The tsunami “predictor “ is based on continuity equation (2) and this equation serves to
extrapolate sea level from the last wet point j – 1 toward the first dry point j“ by the following
numerical expression:

Here

(8)



The velocity in the first dry point was extrapolated linearly from the two last points,

(9)

Linear extrapolation is easy to program but caution should be used in the case of a rough beach.
Ball (1964) and Thacker (1981) described analytically the oscillations of the planar surface

in the parabolic basin for the frictionless fluid. This seems to be a strongly nonlinear problem in
which depth and :sea level variations are of the same order. We have simulated numerically one
period of such oscillations. The results depicted in Fig.1 are exactly the same as derived from
analytical solution. Even though this simulation seems to be successful, the oscillations of a planar
surface in a parabolic basin are a function of the velocity only, the theory predicts no gradients of
velocity, which in fact makes the problem linear.

Therefore, we have simulated another case which has been solved analytically by Carrier and
Greenspan (1958). The wave running up the beach without friction is considered. The distribution
of the sea level along the sloping beach at the various time given both by analytical and numerical
means is plotted in Fig.2.

Appendix.
Higher orde:r upstream approximation to the advective term

It is well known that the upstream (or upwind) method is stable, conserves positive definite
property and is quite simple to program, but it has an excessive diffusion coefficient (Mesinger and
Arakawa, 1976). It is therefore reasonable to explore the same approach and to find out whether
this method can be improved by application of the higher order of approximation to the first
derivative. If a three-point stencil is given (Fig.3a) the expression for the first space derivative can
be chosen depending on the direction of the current. If velocity is negative, the advective process
is treated by the fcJlowing difference equation,

If on the other hand velocity is positive,

(Al)

(A2)

Although a three–point stencil is used the derivative is constructed from the two points only. It
would appear that a five-point stencil may bring better approximation and a smaller numerical
diffusion (Fig.3b). This approach has been successfully employed to describe advective processes
in a diffusion equation (Chen and Schiesser, 1980). In the application to the run–up problem the
construction of the first (upstream) derivative can be carried over through various means, i.e., using
three–point or four–point formulas. For three–point formulas, the negative flow can be resolved
bv the derivative.

“ ,

C3u –3uy + 4U7+1 – u~+2

z= 2h
+ 0(h2) (A3)

based on the function given at the three points ~,~ + 1, and j’+ 2. To resolve the positive flow,

du 3uy – 4u~_1 + ~y.z

z’ ‘2h
+ 0(h2) (A4)



three points ~ – 2, ji – 1, and ~ are applied. Let us assume that the computational grid runs from
a point ~ = JS to point ~“= JE. The application of the expressions (A3, A4) is strightforward,
except in close proximity to the boundaries. At the left boundary (~ = JS), expression (A3) is
applied, one point away from the boundary for j“ = JS + 1 the formula (A3) is easily applied but to
apply (A4) we are lacking one point. One possibility is to use the first order expression (A2), which
of course will lose the advantages of the second order approximation. A similar procedure can be
implemented at the point j“ = JE – 1 by using (Al). Another possibility is to use a symmetrical
expression for the first derivative.

The four–point formulas constructed on the five-point stencil give a more consistent approach
both for the interior points and boundary points. The location of the upstream points is depicted
in Fig. 3c. The derivative for the positive flow is

(A5)

In addition to two grid points to the left of the point ji, one point to the right of the central point
is introduced as well. For negative flow the first derivative,

(A6)

is constructed by using two upstream points j + 1 and j + 2 and one downstream point j – 1. In
the interior of the integration domain from point JS + 2 to point JE – 2 the formulas (A5, A6)
are used. For point JS + 1 expression (A6) are applied and for point JE – 1 expression (A5). For
the boundary points, a four–point upstream formulas can be introduced which uses only points to
the left or to the right from the central point j. At the left boundary

~ = (-11.7+ 18u~1 - 9u~2 + 2ufi,)/(6h) + 0(h3) (A7)

first derivative is constructed from the upstream points j + 1, ~+ 2 and j+ 3. At the right boundary
antisymmetrical formula is used,

(A8)

Thus, in this approaclh all grid points are treated in a consistent manner by the four–point algorithm
which has a third orcler of approximation.

The application of the third order formulas greatly improved the numerical calculations re-
ducing both the numerical diffusion, observed in the upstream first derivative, and the dispersion
observed in the symmetrical first derivative. The success of the four–point derivative prompted
the development of the five-point derivative on the seven–point stencil (Fig. 3d). This method,
has again the same boundary problems. At the left boundary a five-point upstream formula is
constructed,

~ = (’-25u~ + 48u~+l – 36u~+2 + 16u~+~ – 3u~+A)/(12h) + 0(h4) (A9)

To the point JS +, 1 the main formula for the negative velocity can be applied,

(A1O)
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Point JS + 2 again has to be treated in a special way,

(All)

At the right boundary similar problems will be encountered. For the point JE – 2 expression
(All) is used. For the point JE – 1 the principal expression for the positive flow can be applied,

(A12)

Finally, at the right boundary the following formula is used,

~:= (3u~_4 - 16u~3 + 36u~, - 48u~1 + 25u~)/(12h) + O(h’) (A13)

The construction of the multipoint derivatives (usually approached through Lagrange polynomials)
is illustrated in the numerical analysis text books (see, e.g., Burden et al. 1981).
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Fi~.1 Numerical simulation of the Ball’s (1964) problem. Planar surface oscillates without distor-

tion. Dashed line shows initial geometry. The sea level is drawn every 150 time steps. Horizontal

distance is given in km and sea level in cm. Computations are done with time step of 2.5 s

and space step of 50 m.
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Fig.2 NumericaI simulation of Carrier and Greenspan’s (1958) problem. All variables, i.e. sea level,

time and horizontal distance are dimensionless. The numbers in figure represent time from

the onset of the wave run-up. Computations are performed with time step of 0.0005 and space

step of 0.0025.
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Fig.3 Numerical stencils and grid points used to construct first derivative by upstream method.

Open circles denote points for the negative flow and crosses denote points for the positive flow.
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ABSTRACT

The mathematical techniques and the details of the computations for the production

of a new set of tsunami travel–time charts for the Pacific Ocean are described. The

production of these charts is requested by the International Coordination Group for the

Tsunami Warning System in the Pacific Ocean.



Introduction

Tsunami waves are the most dangerous natural hazards suffered by the population
living near the World ocean coasts in connection with the increasing intensity of economic

exploitation of the coast there are increased socio-economical consequences of hazardous

action of tsuna,mi waves originating as a result of submarine seismic activity and other

causes,

National services are patronized by the Intergovernmental Oceanographic Commission

(IOC) of UNESCO, which coordinates efforts on the study of tsunamis and forecasting
tsunami danger.

The Genera,l Conference of UNESCO, at its Fourth Extraordinary Session (Paris,

November 23-I) ecember 30, 1982), formulated the Second Medium-Term plan (1984-

1989), which, under Program X.2, stated that “Natural hazatds have particularly serious

implications in that they hardly attract any attention except when they manifest them-

selves as disasters and that the lessons learned from such disasters are soon forgotten.”

The general Conference of UNESCO at its Twenty-Second Session (Paris, 1985), in dot.

2.2 C\5, identified among the ways to combat natural hazards of a geophysical origin

such as earthquakes, volcanic eruptions and tsunamis, are studying their nature, under-
lying mechanisms and frequency in space and time. Studies of this kind will improve the

monitoring, und.erstanding and prediction of natural hazards and thus help to mitigate

their consequences.”

Note, that high velocity of wave propagation, reaching hundreds of kilometers per
hour, casts doubt on the possibility on predicting tsunami evolution in a real time scale
and increases the importance of an operative prediction. Due to the fact that in a linear.

approximation travel times of long waves from the source to the point of observation and

back are equal, one can compute wave travel times charts for a particular point, taken as

a source of the perturbation. Upon recieving information on a tsunamigenic earthquake

one can estimate the time of arrival by knowing the location of the source (for example,

such as amplitude, frequency, size of the overlapping, etc.).

Isochrome charts were first made in 1947 by the American Coastal Service after a

disastrous Aleutian tsunami in the Pacific coast [Zetler, 1947].

In 1971 these charts were evaluated and enlarged and about fifty charts were used by

the Tsunami Warning System [ANON, 1971].

The Eighth Session of the International Coordination Group for Tsunami Warning

System in the Pacific, by Resolution ITSU–VIII.2, expressed a strong need of Member
States for additicmal tsunami travel time charts and the Ninth Session by Resolution

ITSU–lX.2 recommended “The Secretary IO C.... to take neccesary measures to commence

production of the required charts.”
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In 1984 IOC of UNESCO concluded on agreement with the Computing Center of the
Siberian Branch of the USSR Academy of Sciences (Krasnoyarsk) to construct tsunami

travel times charts for a number of new locations of the Pacific coast. This work has been

done in the process of fulfilling the agreement.

I. Review of methods of constructing tsunami travel times charts.

At present a number of methods for computation of tsunami propagation
based on different approximate wave theories, is known.

times and

In early works [Green, 1961; Gilmoure, 1961] in order to determine the wave velocity

use was made of t;he expression:

where /1 is the wave length; C is the speed of propagation; g is acceleration due to
gravity; h is the depth of the ocean. Since tsunami wave lengths are 300-400 km and the
average depth of tlhe Pacific ocean is about 4 km, then, with the account that h << A ,

follows:

C2= yh
(1.1)

For a particular ray with the trajectory S the propagation time is defined by the

formula:

Arcs of great circle, connecting the assigned points, are called ray trajectories.

Application of such approximated trajectories of wave propagation cannot ensure a
sufficent accuracy of computation of temporal characteristics. Later, in the work of Mo-

moi, 1964, for computation of the wave travel times “use was made of direct integration



of the ray” equation:

(1.2)

1,10 is the widths of the ray tube at the arbitrary and initial points, respectively;
5 is the trajectory of the wave ray; ~ is the angle of wave ray to the axis X;
z, y are grid coordinates; C is the speed of wave propagation, defined by the formula

(1.1). Equation. (1.2), as the author notes, can be solved either by the Kelvin method

with approximating the integral curve by fragments of the arcs of a great circle, or by

finite-difference methods, substituting equation by its difference analogue. The author,

referring to the work of Griswold, 1963, asserts that the Kelvin method has advantages

in accuracy, and. makes use of it in making calculations. Assigning at the initial time the

location of the source and the initial outward angle of the wave tube by formula (1.2),

calculation is made of the wave travel time for any point of the region.

The simplest energetic relationships, determining conservation of energy in the ray
tube, are used by the author for calculation of the wave height} t ‘

(1.3)

Unfortunately in the work no description is given of the comparison calculated results

with natural data, this one cannot evaluate the accuracy of the calculation. Note, that in

this method the earth’s sphericity is not taken into account and the question of passing

caustics and foci, formed in the regions, complicated by non–homogenious depth distri-

bution is not studied. In these cases, formula (1.3) turns out to be non–applicable for

calculation of wave heights.

In the works of J3raddock, 1961, 1971 and Braddock, Doilibi, Voss, 1981, 1983 there
has been develped a method of constructing trajectories and fronts of wave propagation

in non–homogenious media, called Grid Iteration Technique, in which the final result is

obtained by constructing a converging sequence of mutually orthogonal trajectories and

fronts.



This technique is based on mintilzation of functional

—*
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s~c

(1,4)

along all possible trajectories S, connecting assigned initial and end points.

As initial trajectories use is made of arcs of a great circle, connecting the source with
assigned points 0111the shore. Further, by the fixed temporal interval points with equal
wave travel time are marked at these trajectories, whose connection forms the wave front.

In this technique a spherical system of coordinates is used, the beginning of coordi-

nates is placed in the source and the arc length is determined by the formula

where R is the Earth’s radius, Y~ is latitude; ~i is longitude of the current point;

AY3 b Y
is increment of latitude and longitude respectively.

In order to find the trajectory, use is made of a minimization of the functional (1.4).

Then the wave front is determined more exactly by the assigned time interval. Such an

iterating process is repeated until a constructing of the grid “trajectory–front” changes

in the range of the desired accuracy.

Overcoming the peculiarities of perturbation propagation (caustics, foci) is exercised

using Danzig’s algorithm [Danzig, 1960], according to which every grid node correspond

to the wave prOpaLgatiOn time from the ~ource to this node and the immediate preceding

along the trajectory node is indicated.

Braddock [Braddockj 1969] applied the developed technique for determining ray tra-
jectories from Alaska tsunamis of 1946 and 1964 and obtained satisfactory accuracy,
especially in the regions with complicated bathymetry. Main shortcomings of the tech-
niques are associated with iteration structure, which results in a considerable growth of
the required memory of the computer to store grid nodes and all its characteristics, es-
pecially in constructing transoceanic trajectories. Besides, as described in T. S. Murty’s
monograph [Murty, 1981] this technique possesses ambiguity in choosing trajectories.
Application of this technique for the determination of the wave propagation time in the
Tasman sea gives an error of 1–2 min per hour of wave propagation.



A separate group of computation techniques of travel time are the methods using
Gujgens’ principle [Nakano, 1975, 1978; Groshev et al., 1986; Karev, Sudakov, Chubarov,
1986]. In these techniques the assigned spatial interval local time that is necessary for a
wave to cover this interval, is determined. Utilization of discrete bathymetric information
and determination of the field of travel

depths is unique.

In the process of constructing such

three sets:

1) nodes, in which
further computation):

2) nodes, for which

3) nodes, folc which

times only in a fixed set of initial assignment of

a temporal field all grid nodes are divided into

travel time is already determined (and they are

a preliminary travel time estimation is obtained.

travel time is not yet determined.

excluded from

Then a notion of node influence region is introduced, i.e. a set of nodes close to
considered one according to a certain criterion and it is believed that from the assigned
node the perturbation can reach only the nodes from its influence region.

Consider two nodes A and II belonging to one influence region. We shall regard the

signal to propagate along the arc of a great circle with the speed equal to the arithmetic

mean of local speeds of propagation in finite nodes A and 1? in accordance with the

~~ > ~GZ are th~elatitude of nodes A and B respectively, AY is the difference of their
longitudes, CA and CB are defined by formula (1.1).

To define more exactly
minimizing relationship

travel time from the source to node B use is made of the

(1.5)

where the nodes A~ belong to the influence region of node B.

Initially, all the nodes_of a perturbation source belonging to the set “2” is established
At each step of the algorithm the node is chosen from this set which has a minimal time
propagation and it is transferred to the set “l”.
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propagation and it istransferred to the set “1”.

Nodes ofset “3’’,thatg etintot hen odeinfluence region ofset “Y’,areamignedthe
time defined by for;tnula (1.5) and thus they pass onto set “2”. After the propagation
time has been defined for all nodes one can, using interpolation techniques, construct
wave fronts form the assigned temporal interval. This procedure, close to the Danzig’s
method and the method used for constructing tsunami travel time charts of 1971, has
also been used by V. Ju,Karev and in the course of this work.

In choosing a mathematical model for constructing travel time charts the authors

proceeded from the main provisions of the shallow water theory leading in linearizing

to the eiconal equation describing temporal characteristics of wave propagation. At-

tempts to use such a technique were made earlier in A. G. Marchuk’s works [Marchuk,

1980, Marchuk et al., 1983]. Such an approach allows one, within the framework of one

mathematical model, to determine the ray trajectory and wave front without additional

hypotheses requiring special substantiation.

2. On estimatio]~ of calculation accuracy of travel times.

The main influence on calculation accuracy of travel times in all methods described above,
is the accuracy and details of bathymetric information used in calculations.

In the work of Braddock, Doilibi and Voss, 1980 techniques of isochrone calculation
are divided into 2 types:

a) techniques using a constant spatial step along the trajectory AS (in a specified
discrete grid travel times field is calculated);

b) techniques using a constant temporal step A ~ (from which the specified tem-
poral interval position of the wave front is determined).

Note, that equation (1.1) links the increments o ~ and a ~ along the trajectory
and only one of them can be defined independently.

In techniques of the first type the bathymetry error & h determines time calcula-
tion error by the formula

N .- Jh/2hc=d&’5
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i.e. a relative error is inversely proportional to the wave propagation velocity.

In the other group of techniques by the specifying temporal step At the spatial
wave–front increment As is determined.

As= c at

The relative error $ h is relat.d with the spatial increment error by the formula:

J’S=CAt. inq”h.,

and then the error to determine location is

St ./atJh/h,=pbt .

Hence it follows, that ~ and P are related by the ~ =4 C relationship
and the value

P
is sensible to errors of determining depth.

Also note, that in the regions of convergence and divergence of rays a small change
of the ocean depth may result in a sharp change of their trajectories and wave front.

Different wi~ys of determination bathymetric information, to smooth local hetero-
geneities, lead by the estimation of a number of authors [Murty, 1984; Braddock, 1983],
to a variation clf tsunami wave travel times of 3–5 min per hour of a wave propagation.
Therefore, interpolational and approximational procedures employed for calculation of
the ocean depths must be representative.

3. Description of the technique and algorithm of calculation of travel times.

Starting to derive the main equations of a mathematical model, consider equations of the

shallow water theory, which in a linear approximation for a spherical system of coordi-
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nates have the form:

au 9 dh.— -.
at - Rcu3y ~y ‘

av 9 ah.—=- —
at Rw’

(3.1)

?)h f “Wiu) + a..— -_-
[

——
at R~03Y ily

~wod ,

where Y is the latitude, W is the longitude, R is the Earth’s radius, u, v are
velocity components along the directions Y and, ~ respectively, g is the gravity
acceleration, II is the ocean depth. Passing on in (2.1) to the equation for h (elevation
of a free surface), we shall obtain:

Assuming, that the wave front is described by the equation S = O, and using a geo-



metric expansion of the function k [Y, ~, ~ ) in the form [Witham, 1967]:

where the functions ~n possess the property

(3.3)

(3.4)

and substituting expansion (3.3) into equation (3.2), finally, grouping terms at F 9
we shall obtain: n

as 2 $11-1
f-p [(-) -at ()z’+$(a-rp”+

fvco’=w Z3Y

t qw’) Fy=o.
n=O
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It should be noted, that the functions ~m contain the main term of the form

and other terms with ~a~~ , . . . ~ ~. and derivations with respect to S.

Wave equation (3.2) is satisfied, if all coefficients at ~n. ~ , Fmr. . . are equal
to zero, i.e.

(3.5)

ah 9H f a2s
:l? (

..— —
R2 C042Y ayz + !%% =0,etc.

(3.6)

For a calculation of temporal characteristics, equation (3.5) is of interest and is called
the eiconal equation. It describes the wave front travel (surface s(~y,t) in the space

v,’+’).



For further construction it is convenient to discuss the wave front in the form

shJ,Yjt)=t-qy$P),

where the family of surface G [ V, ~ ) const determines a sequential position of the
front. Then equation (3.5) has the form:

A complete system of characteristic equations for (3.7) is written as follows:

cot” $)H
—P7z ‘ R’CO*2Y

(3.7)

(3.8)
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The initial conditions ( ~0 , W. ) are added to equations (3.8) – the initial position
of perturbation source and slope of characteristics to the coordinate ~ :

R cab %
q ‘y , PI .ca4~,

t =0 t=o ‘ @+ (qJo>!?.)

where [ is the slope trajectory to the coordinate line ~ = const. Introducing new
independent variables

In the system (3.8-3.9) let us consider the dimensionless form:

o’ ~ Jq dTm3n
X=-ZFT ‘ P’ =I —Ciw.ctiy,

t=() R
(3.10)



where H is the average ocean depth.

Equations (3. 10) are used further for a calculation of ray trajectories and wave fronts,
and for their solution the Runge–Kutta method of the fourth order of accuracy was used.

In the case of a constant depth H = ~ and location of the source at the beginning
of coordinates solution of the system (3.10) has the form:

(3.11)

These equations describe great circles on the sphere and the time, necessary for pertur-
bat~n to bend .~lroundthe sphere, is equal to ~ + -_ Z x or in dimensional coordinates,

t = 2-X ~~:~ ~ , which coincides with the results, obtained by the known Green’s
formula (1.1).

The algorithm of constructing the wave front in this case looks as follows: a family of
trajectories with. various initial slopes is emitted from the source and equation (3.10) is se-
quentially solved per one temporal step. The set of calculated values (WL , ~i ) forms
the wave front.

It is known [Pelinovskii, 1982] that the “ray” technique encounters difficulties associ-
ated with the appearance of peculiarities of the solution, due to the strong heterogeneity
of the wave propagation medium (sharp change of the ocean depth gradient). This causes
self–crossing of trajectories (focus) and/or a collapse of the ray tube.

In calculating dynamic characteristics (wave height, velocity field) overcoming of such

peculiarities requires use of additional hypotheses on the behavior of solution in these

points. Since thle problem of determining isochrones requires calculation of temporal

characteristics of the process only (minimal time of a signal travel), the pointed out

peculiarities can be overcome in a purely algorithmic way.

Thus, for an aLssignedpoint of the coast, a calculation of the wave front is made before
it reaches the beach with an interpolation of the ocean depth at the calculated points
and display of the calculated isochrones on visualizing devices.

Note, that the source of initial perturbation can be like a point as well as represent
some connected region with an arbitrary geometry.

The Runge–Kutta method of the fourth order of approximation, chosen for a numer-
ical solution of the equations, is known for its efficiency and satisfies initial requirements
of accuracy and t?conomy. Some complications of the calculation, include correction of
the ray outlet angle of the external normal of the front, a calculation in the case of col-
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lapse of the ray tube at its width less of some magnitude of ~ , or adding of some
additional trajectories at the width of the ray tube more than 2,iJ’ inspite of re.
tardation of the algorithm are necessary for obtaining required accuracy and quality of
the calculation.

The structure of the algorithm is given in Fig. 3.1.

4. Analysis of results and test calculations.

4.1 To check :adequacy of the used mathematical models and algorithms and also to
estimate the influence of ways of bathymetry data approximations on the accuracy of the
calculated quantities, test calculations have been made with the use of model schematic
distributions of depths and calculations allowed us to make a comparison of calculated
tsunami wave travel times with observed ones during real events.

In the tests the following algorithms and techniques have been used:

A) In the algorithm of numerical solution of the eiconal equation, described in the
previous section; calculations have been made with procedures of bilinear interpolation
(method Al) and spline approximation (method A2) of depth.

B) One of the variants of the Guygens’ method with the 16–points star is a program
realization of V. Ju Karev.

C) The algorithm of a numerical solution of linearized equations of the shallow water
theory, described in the monograph [An. G. Marchuk, L. B. Chubarov, Ju. I. Shokin,
1983].

One of the first test experiments allowed a comparison of results, calculated with the
algorithm Al and an accurate analytical solution of (3.11) for the case of the ocean with
constant depth (H=3000m), with real configuration of the shoreline. The point source
was located near the Hawaiian Islands (coordinates 21.2 n. Iat., 157.9 w. long.). Results,
depicted in Fig. 4.1, show a complete correspondence of these solutions.

4.2. The next /seriesof test calculations has been conducted to determine the influence
of the interpolation method and depth approximation of the accuracy of the calculated
temporal charactx?ristics, when procedures of bilinear interpolation and spline approxi-
mation being used. A comparison of the obtained tsunami wave travel times for a fixed
set of observation points with analogous parameters, calculated by the equations of the
shallow water theory, where the front arrival times have been determined from the anal-
ysis of calculated mareograms at the same points, also allowed us to estimate a stability
of results of a numerical simulations with respect to the choice of a mathematical model.

In these computational experiments calculations of tsunami wave travel times in the
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Sea of Japan have been made from a schematical source, having finite dimensions and
simulating real events, occurred in May 1983.

All calculaticms have been made at the initial square grid with the depth numbering

step’AX=~y= 10, ()()orn, covering a part of the Sea of Japan from 36 to 44 North latitude
and from 130 to 141 East longitude. The Earth’s sphericity in these calculations was not
included.

The calculation results are given in Table 4.1, and the position of points are in Fig.
4.2.

Analysis of Table 4.1 shows that travel times scattering on the average is 1–2 minutes.
Some of the excess travel time calculated with spline approximation for assigning the sea
depth, is caused by smoothing strong nonuniformity of bathymetry, especially near the
shoreline, and by a corresponding retardation of the wave.

Tsunami wave trave times (rein) calculated forthe observation point, located on the

coast of the Sea of Japan, from a schematic source of a tsunamigenious earthquake of

5-26–83.

In Fig. 4.2 there are depicted depth isolines of a part of the Sea of Japan, some
mareographic pc)ints are marked showing the location of the mareograms, calculated by

the linearized equations of the shallow water theory. At all points I observed the excess

of the wave front arrival times, obtained by the algorithm A, with bilinear interpolation
and spline approximation, and algorithm B in comparison with the arrival time of the
leading wave in the mareogram, which is related to the calculating smearing of the front
in a numerical shallow water model. When using a bilinear interpolation, travel times,
lying between the quantities calculated by the algorithm B and mareogram wave arrival
times, are obtained.

5. Comparison with experimental data.

A group of experiments is considered which permit estimation of the degree of
correspondence of calculated tsunami wave travel times to natural data, taken from the
works [S, L. Sol,ovyov, 1978; T. S. Murty, 1986]. In some cases it turned out to be
possible to compare calculation results, carried out by the authors of the present work
by the algorithms Al, B, with the calculation results served as the basis for making the
isochrone Atlas of 1971.

Both results of solving direct problems will be described. The source of initial pertur-
bation was located in the source zone of a tsunamigenious earthquake and wave arrival
times to the observation point on the shore were determined. Results of solving a number
of inverse problems, i.e. such problems in which the use of the principle reversibility of



the shore (assuming, that the source of initial perturbation is located in the vicinity of
this place), and, to determine the wave travel time from it to any epicentral zone. From
the force of the mentioned assumption this time is considered equal to the travel time
from the source clf perturbation to the observation point.

In Fig. 5.1–5.4 tsunami wave isochrone charts are presented, calculated for point
sources, simulated sources of real tsunamigenious earthquakes.

Table 5.1
A list of events for which tsunami

wave travel times have been calculated.

DaLte Place Hypocentre coordinates
09.03.1957 Aleutian Islands 51.3. n. lat. 175.8 e. long.
28.07.1957 Mexico 16.6. n. lat. 99.0 w. long.
22.05.1960 Chile 39.5. s. lat. 74.5 w. long.
01.09.1981 Samoa 15.0. s. lat. 175.9 w. long.

These events have been chosen for the following reasons. First, they generated tsunami
waves of an appreciable intensity; second, earthquake sources are located in remote from
one another main seismoactive zones, covering the water area of the Pacific Ocean. Two
of these events (Aleutian, 1957, Chile, 1960) were used by T. S. Murty [.Murty, 1986] to
estimate accuracy of the isochrone Atlas of 1971. A comparison of natural observations
with calculated data for the event used at adjusting the technique (Aleutian, 1957),
displays a considerably less deviation, than a comparison with the control event (Chile,
1960) .

In Table 5.2 the results of data control comparisons are presented, calculated by the

algorithm Al with the Atlas data of 1971 and natural observations, given by Murty
[Murty, 1986].

Average deviations of travel times, calculated by the algorithm Al are approximately
three times less, then average deviations of times given by Murty.

The following series of test calculations has been made for a set of control stations,
well covered by ischrone charts, calculated earlier for the Atlas of 1971.



The tsunami catalog [S. L. Solovyov, 1978] has become the source of natural data. The
set of control stations was organized so that all of them were provided at most possible
natural material. For seven stations (Honolulu, San Francisco, Attu, Truk Island, Wake
Island, Johnston Island, Tofino) the isochrone charts were calculated earlier in making
the Atlas of 19’71. Three stations (Talara, La Libertad, Caldera) were included (Table
6.1). Isochrone charts were calculated for 23 points along the coast of Central and South
America and Scmth-East Asia.

In Table 5.3, the number of the event by the Catalog, date of event, region, source

hypocentre coordinates and some of its geometric characteristics are indicated under:

“extent of source”. Twenty seven tsunamigenious earthquakes for the period from 1918

to 1975 occurred in the most active coastal seismic zones of South America, the Aleutian

islands and Alaska, Kuril–Kamchatka zone and Japanj are taken into account.

The results of the comparison are given in Table 5.4. All the calculations have been

been made with the use of bathymetric data in ~ne degree grid. The magnitudes of

constants are g:=9.81m/see, Earth “R=&3v1 - Z*1O ~ ,~=4000m, step in time A t in
the algorithm Al was 6 minutes.

Thorough analysis of the results has shown that all the considered calculated data

show some excess of the wave propagation velocity in comparison with the natural data.

This peculiarity of algorithms, based on linear models, has also been pointed out by T.

S. Murty [T. S. Murty, 1981]. Travel times, calculated by the algorithm A are 2 minutes

less then the observed ones per hour of the wave propagation, calculated for the Atlas of

1971 – 0.9 minutes, and, results of the algorithm B – 7 minutes.

The average quadratic deviations of the relative travel times, calculated by the algo-
rithm A, are about 40% less than those according to the data of the 1971 Atlas; this is

due to a smaller spread of the numerical results.

A correlation coefficient for calculated data with natural data for the algorithm A is
0.992; for the algorithm B is 0.991 and for the data of 1971 is 0.964.

The impossibility taking into account the influence of the seismic nature of the tsunami
source on the chamacter of the wave propagation may lead to different arrival times in the

natural data. Fclr example, the Chilean tsunamis of 1960, having practically the same

source coordinates, but differing by intensity, manifested the difference of arrival times

(by the Catalog) at the same point in the coast of Kamchatka of 2.9 hours. In such cases

one should, evidently, assume the presence of some inaccuracy in natural data.

The character of the results spread in presented in Fig. 5.5 – 5.7, where along the

horizontal axis “real” travel times, and along the vertical calculated data from Table 5.4

are plot ted. On the whole one can note a good agreement of the results, especially for

the close tsunamis and tsunamis of middle remoteness.
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A quantitative estimate of reliability of results is given by statistical parameters –
average and average quadratic deviations.

A set of the isclchrones charts, calculated in the course of this work, allow an estima-

tion of reciprocal travel times for a number of points. Using that, the source was placed
at the point Xio and travel times were marked at the points X~.

Analysis of a complete set of isochrone charts with sources, placed in each i–th point,
resulted in forminl~ Table 5.5. In Table 5.5 there are marked: TLj_ travel times from the
source xi to the observation point X . at i < j and A~~j = Tij - ~i~
travel time deviation from the point to th~ source and back at i > ~.

Essentially, it appears possible to estimate the influence of error of a finite-difference

approximation of the ocean bottom relief, since, trajectories of ray propagation from the

source to the observation point and back do not coincide. It happens because at the

initial moment a finite set of wave rays is released from the source, whose transformation

is traced only during the temporal interval d~ , after which the wave front becomes the
source of the following finite set, calculated for the time moment ~n = in- ~ ~ t etc.

As shown in Table 5.5, deviations prove to be sufficiently small for points of different
remoteness and do not exceed 3% or 2 min per hour.

In summary, note that both algorithms used (A and B) proved
the adequacy of the results obtained with them.

Algorithm A is preferable due to its greater flexibility, possibility

their efficiency and

of governing the ac-
curacy of calculations with the choice of a temporal step and constructing a corresponding
interpolation procedure, which is supported also by better error estimations. The test
calculations have also shown fitness of the procedure of a bilinear depth interpolation.

6. Calculation of Travel Time Charts for the Pacific Tsunami Warning Sys-
tem.

As noted previously, the objective was to calculate the tsunami wave travel time
charts to 23 places of the Pacific coast, mainly of the American continent. Later the list
was supplemented with a chart for Honolulu, as the main control place. Coordinates are
given in Table 6.1.

The charts, supplemented by the scheme of location of places, are given in Supplement

1.

Thus, the calculation of tsunami travel time charts in the Pacific has been completed.
In the course of which there has been developed algorithms and soft–ware, reliability es-
tablished of the c)btained results, errors estimated of calculated techniques, and produced
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tsunami travel time charts for all the required places. Unfortunately, due to a number
of circumstances not dependent on the authors, we failed to make calculations at the
five-minute bathymetric grid, available in World Data Center – A.
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Honolulu 1,7 6.3 6.3 0.0 6.0 -0.3 6.3 0.0

(21.2 n.lat., 18 6.6 “6.5 -0.1 6.2 -0.4 6.5 -0.1

157.9 u.lone. ) 20 7.7 6:4 -1.3 6:2 -1..9 6.4 -1,,3

25 6.3 6;3 0.0 6.9 -0.4 6.3 0.0

27 6.1 6.6 0.5 6.1 0.0 6.5 0.4

22 6.7 7.0 0.3 6.7 0.0 6.7 0.0

32 6.2 6.3 0.1. 6.2 0.0 6.5 0.3

40 6.9 6.8 -0.1 6.8 -0.1 6.7 -2.2

41 7.1 6.6 -0.3 6.8 -0.3 6.7 0.4

42 5.3 6.3 1.0 6.7 -1.4 6.5 1.2

———- —— —— —
* Pranrlisco 1,6 9.4 9.0 -0.4 9:3 -0.1 9.3 -4).1

(37.55 n.lat., 17 I.O.O 8.1 -1.9 8.3 -1.7 8.1 -1.,9

122.5 rr.low. ) 1.8 1,1.5 8.2 -3.3 8.2 -3.3 8.2 -3.3

36 8.7 8.0 -0.7 8.2 -0.5 8.2 -0.5

—— ..— —— ——
At tu 27 p 1.6 -CI.2 1.3 -0.5 1,.2 -0.6

(52.8 a.m.., 22 3.0 2.7 +3 2.5 -0.5 2.7 -0.3

173.0 e.iong. ) 30 2.6 2.7 0.1 2.5 -0.1 2.7 0.1

32 ],. 7 1.5 -0.2 1.2 -0.5 1.4 -0.3

42 3.8 4.7 0.s 4.0 -0.2 6.0 -,.2

—— —.— —— —.
Trah 2$ .5.6 0.2 0.4 6.2 0.4 6.2 0. 4_

(7.33 n.lat.. 40 5.2 6.1, -0.1 5.”1 -0.1 5.1 -0.1

l~T,.68 e.lone. ) 4~- 5.2 6.], -0.1 5.J -0.1 5.!$ -0.,1

42 9.4 10.OI 0.6 10.6 1.4 10.5 1.1.

—————— —. _
wake 25 4.2 4.5 0.3 4.5 0.3 4.7 0.6

(19.33 n.lat., 27 4.3 4.6 0.3 4:6 0.3 5.2 0.9

lEQ.68 alone. ) 29 6.0 3.8 -2.2 4.0 -2.0 4.o -2.o

40 3.8 3.8 0.0 4.0 0.2 4.0 0.2

.—— ——.—.— —— _
TOfinO 1,6 8.5 6.5 0.0 8.5 0.0 8.8 0.3

(49.0 rl.lat., 1:7 7.9 ?.4 -0.5 7.4 -0.5 7.7 -0.2

1,25.9 w.long. ) 25 7.7 7.5 -0.2 7.4 -0.3 7.7 0.0

22 9.1, 8.5 -0.6 8.6 -0.5 8.9 -0.4

60 9.0 8.7 -0.3 8.7 -0.3 8.7 0.3

.—. — ——— —— __
?alara 42 1,4.3 ]4.7 0.0 - - 14.7 0.4
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(27.C6 slat.,
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Ia Libert8d 25 17.8 17.8 0.0 1,7.4 -0.4 - -
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60.33 W.long. )

—— .—— — —. _
Petropavhrisk 36 20.5 21.0 0.5 21.2 0.7 - -

(53.0 n.lat., 40 L.8 1.8 0.0 2.0 o.~ - -

150.6 e.long. ) 42 6.7 5.8 0.1 5.7 0.0 - -

.— __
JuzhnO-Kuri 1sk 28 2.2 2.1 -0.1 1.6 -0.4 - -

(44.01 n.’lat., 29 J..3 1.2 -0.1 0.7 -0.6 - -
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34 24.9 22.0 -2.3 22.3 -2.6 - -

35 22.0 22.0 0.0 22.2 ‘0.2 - -

38 1.0 1.0 0.0 1.1, 0.1 - -

40 1.6 1.2 -0.4 1.1 -0.6 - -

42 6.4 7.0 0.6 7.0 0.6 - -

44 4.2 3.8 -0.4 3.7 -0.5 - -

46 .22.3 20.0 2.3 19.7 -2.6 - -

49 1.6 1.4 -0.2 0.9 -0.7 - -

59 1.1 1.0 -0.1 0.4 -0.7 - -

60 ).1 1.0 -0.1 0.4 -0.7 - -

62 1.2 1.0 -0.2 0.7 -0.5 - -

.— ,—. —— —__
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3

1.S3 n.lat. 78.73 w.ione.

;.23 n.lat. 77.40 w.long.

3.W n.lat. 77.09 i. lone.

7.12 s.iat. 70.83 w.long.

9.93 .$.lat. 71.33 w.long.

o.~5 Slat. 70.0S w.lang.

3.26 l.lat. eo.m W.long.

0.45 slat. 90.29 w.long.

0.59 Slat. S0.43 w.ione.

0.35 Slat. 80.70 w.long.

2.69 slat. 00.24 w.lone.

2.73 slat 79.91- w. long.

0.s2 slat 79.94 w. long.

1.56 s.iat 82.02 w.long.

2.21 slat 30.7U w.long.

lam s.la, 17S.S0 v.long.

16.1O $.lai 180.00 0.10ng.

12.50 stat 17’?.1O”B.1OW.

13.S2 n.lat. fxl.w W.long.

22.W n.lat. 1;4.20 0.10flg.

17.(M Slat. “72.12 W.long.

4.42 slat. 81.28 m.long.

j:m n.lat. 03.83 e.long.

2~.20 n.iat ]b?.so W.long.
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INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE

NATURAL AND MAN-MADE HAZARDS ! N COASTAL ZONES

San Diego, California.

SIECOND

U.S.A.

August 14 -

ANNOUNCEMENT

Ensenada, BaJa Callfornla, Mexico

21 , 1988

/ CALL FOR PAPERS

OBJECT IVES .-

This conference will focus on those hazards which affect coastlines, iike
storm surges, netar-shore earthquakes, tsunamis, and water poiiution, among
others. The enelrgy source may be iocai, as in siumping, or distant, as in
teie-tsunamis. The conference is directed to the chemicai, physical and
biological aspects of the hazards.

SPONSORSHiP.-

Organizations thi~t have officially agreed to sponsor:

+The Tsunami Society, Hawaii, U.S.A.
+Ensenada Scientific Research and Higher Education Center (CiCESE),

Ensenada, Mexico.
+Navai Hydro{~raphic Office, Secretary of the Navy, Ensenada, Mexico.
+Scripps institution of Oceanography (SiO), University of California,

San Diego,, U.S.A.
+internationai Tsunami information Center (iTiC), Hawaii, U.S.A.
+Autonomou s University of BaJa California (UABC)● BaJa California,

Mexico.
+State of Elaja California Government (Civii Protection System),

Mex i co.
+Mexlcan Geophysical Union (UGM).



CALL FOR PAPEl?S.-

All members of the world-wide scientific ccmxnunity (oceanographers,
meteoroiogists, earth scientists, engineers, environments i ists, and
students) invoived in coastai hazards, as weii as ieaders of organizations
(administrators-, managers, operation and poiicy makers) reiated to hazard
prevention and mitigation, are cordiaiiy invited to present papers on
scientific and iegai aspects of naturai and man-made coastai hazards. This
international Conference wiii provide a unique and important opportunity
to gather and discuss those aspects that may be simiiar among some of the
various hazards, to review the iatest developments, and outiine new
directions for future research. Don’t miss it.

Naturai scienc~ participants are advised to present research advances that
WOUi d increase the store of knowiedge, ieading to the answers desired by
the society with regard to coastai hazard prediction. prevention and
mitigation. Sociai scientists and conxnunity ieaders are expected to define

those specific questions for the scientific community to answer. and
expiain their organizational preparedness to reduce the impact of the
hazards. Presentations on emergency-response pians, and implementation of
educational ]programs on hazard mitigation for developing countries, are
weicomed.

ABSTRACTS.-

Originai and two copies of camera ready abstracts (not to extend beyond
two pages) shouid be sent before April 30, 1988 to:

international Organizing Conxnittee
Tsunami Society / Hazards Conference

Suite 6
291$3 Kapioiani Bivd.

Honoiuiu. Hawaii 96826 ,U.S.A.

Camera ready iabstracts shouid be typed on 21.6 x 27.9 cm. paper with 2.5
cm. margins. Spacing between the iines shouid be singie. Eiite 12 type is
preferred. Tlhe heading biock shouid inciude the foi iowing items on
successive iines:

(i) the tfltio in capitai ietters
(ii) the name(s) of the author(s) in lower case ietters, and affiliation.

There should i>e two iine space between the lheadlng b~ock and the text. Ail
i ines including the titie, names and text are to be written ieft
Justified. A voiume of the abstracts wiii be pre-pubi ished and wiii be
made avaiiabio to the participants prior to the meet~ng.

LANGUAGE.-

The ianguage of the Conference wili be Engiish. Correspondence may be in
Engiish or Spanish.



All participants, accompanying persons and students must register,
badges must be worn at all times while attending scientific sessions
social activities. Discount preregistration is available until May
1988. Reduced rates are also available for members of financial

sponsoring organizations.

and
or

31,
co-

Fees
in U.S.
currency

Participant
Accompanying
person

Student

Financial co-sponsoring Everybody else
members

Preregistration Registration preregistration Registration

120.00 155.00 150.00 195.00

55.00 75.00 70.00 95.00

45.00 60.00 55.00 75.00

No single da~y rates. No fractional special rates for late arrivals.

Fees for regular participants include: Program, Abstracts, Proceedings,
Ice–breaker reception, banquet with folkloric ballet, attendance to all
scientific meetings. intersession coffee and donut snacks.

Fees for accompanying persons include: special social activities, program,
Ice-breaker reception and banquet with folkloric ballet.

Fees for students include: Program. abstracts, Ice-breaker reception,
attendance to all scientific meetings, intersession coffee and donuts
snacks.

Registration may by done by mail or on site. Please fill the Registration
Form, make your check or money order in U.S. dollars payable to Tsunami
Society / Hazards Conference and mall it with the Registration Form to:

International Organizing Conmittee
Tsunami Society / Hazards Conference

2919 Kapiolani Blvd. Suite 6.
Honolulu, Hawaii 96826 U.S.A.

Please notice that credit cards can not be used to pay registration fees.

Cancellation Policy:

Before June 1, 1988: $10.00 handling charge

After June 1, 1988 and before August 10, 1988: $50.00 handling charge.

After August 10, 1988: $90.00 (or the whole amount if less than $90.00)
handling charge. Regardless of the above, there will be no refunds after
the Conference starts.



PROGRAhi OUTLINE. -

Monday 15 10:00

10:30

12:00

12:30

14:00

“!6:00
117:00 and on
119:00

Inaugural Plenary, Reception, Registration,
we i come gathering at Sumner Auditorium,
Scq i pps institution of Oceanography,
University of California-San Diego, La Joiia.
Keynote overview presentations by speciai
speakers: Dr. W.G. Van Dorn, Dr. B. Zetier,
Dr. W. Munk.
Snack-iunch and refreshments at Scripps gar-
dens.
Visit to Scripps Aquarium and Research faci-
lities.
Participants board buses to Ensenada (buses
wiii stop at Hotels and USCD dormitories to
pick Up iuggage; one bus will stop at the
Airport to pick up iate arrlvais gathered at
Traveiers Aid Desk).
Drop off at Ensenada Hotels.
Registration in Ensenada.
ice-Breaker Reception at the Riviera
Convention Center and Ceremonial Opening of
Exhibits.

Tuesday 1$ 08:00 and on
09:00

10:30 to 12:30
and afternoon

Wednesday 17 morning and
to Friday 19 afternoon
Wednesday 17 noon

Thursday 18 19:00

Friday 19 18:00
Saturday 2!0

Saturday 20 to Sunday 21

(Tuesday through Thursday

Registration.
Officiai Opening Ceremony at Riviera Conven-
tion Center. Weicane by State GOv8r-nt
authorities, members of the organizing com-
mittees and scientific conxnunity.
Formal Scientific Sessions, informal meetings
with coffee breaks.
Continuation of formai scientific sessions,
and informal meetings with coffee breaks.
Two hour guided tour to CICESE and University
of BaJa California Research Facilities.
Banquet with presentation of Mex i can

Foikioric Bailet In the Cathedrai Room at the
Riviera Convention Center.
CiosIng Ceremony, Officiai Speakers, Awards.
Locai Hazard Sites Tour.
Sport Fishing Tour.
Sierra Uountain Tour.

there wlii be short tours to i oca i tour ist

attractions, during session hours, for accOmpanYinfJ Persons).



ORGANIZATION.-

This conference Is belnfi arranged by an International Organlzlng

=Ittee, an Ensenada L~cal
Committee. The International
technical program, Including
coordination of sponsorship,
abstracts. The Local Organ
arrangements (transportation,

Organizing ConunIttee and a ‘Scripps Host
Organizing ConmnIttee is In charge of the
the lectures and poster sessions, the
and the preregistration and handllng of

z!ng ComIttee Is in charge of I oca I

acconunodatlons, exhibits, dining, field ~

trips, on-site registration, and all hosts and activities of the hosts in
Ensenada). The Scripps Host Committee Is in charge of the inaugural

plenary session, and the UCSD camPus tour, meal and housing at lJCSD
dormitories.

TECHNICAL DETAILS.-

Standard equipment In the meeting rooms will be 35 nun. projector and
overhead projector. Please request well in advance if additional aud 10-
visual equipment will be required. Special equipment may not be available
in Ensenada if ordered during the Conference.

Paper presentations wiii be in Engllsh, and limited to 15 minutes pius
five minutes for discussion. Translation to other ianguages will not be
provided.

SCIENTIFIC PROGRAM TOPICS.-

Presentations will be grouped into the following research themes:

Near-shore earthquakes and landslides.
Volcanic eruptions.
Coastal erosion and engineering aspects.
Wind storm motion and coastal effects.
Air and water pollution risk and management.
Tsunami generation, propagation and coastal impact.
Ecological hazards to coastal marine environments.
Legal aspects of coastal hazards prbdictlon and mitigation.
(plans for the International Decade of Natural Hazards Reduction].

AWARDS.-

The following awards will be presented by tha Awards ConnIttee during the
closing ceremony:

-Best presentation on earthquake research: G M. Goding Award
+est presentation on Tsunami research: Nakashlzuka Award
+ustandlng long-term contribution to research on

earthquakes, tsunamis, or tsunami warning system: Adams Award
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AN NO UN CEME NT

CALL FOR PAPERS!

22 and 23 March 1988

Bologna, Italy

Annual Meeting of the European Geophysical Society

S1.7 Tsunamis Generated by Earthquakes

tions: Theory and Observations

and Volcanic Erup-

Conveners: Prof. W. M. Adams, University of Hawaii, Hawaii Institute
of Geophysics, 2525 Correa Road, Honolulu, Hawaii 96822, USA; tel: (l)-

808-9487797, (1)-808-9488760.

Prof. S. L. ISoloviev, Institute of Oceanology, USSR Academy

ences, 23, Krasikova, 117218 Moscow, USSR; Tel: 124-87-01, Tx:

okean SV.

of Sci-

411968

Prof. S. Tinti, Universit& di Bologna, Dipartimento di Fisica, Settore

di Geofisica, V.le Berti Pichat, 8, 1-40127 Bologna, Italy; Tel: (39)-51-

243586, (39)-511-243001; Fax: (39)-51-247244; Tx: 520634 infnbo i.

The symposium is intended to encompass the theoretical aspects of the

generation and the propagation of the tsunamis including coastal effects;

acquisition and treatment of the experimental data and studies on histor-

ical and recent tsunamis will also be of fundamental concern.

This meeting is part of the festivities to celebrate the 900th year of the
University of Bologna–the first University in the world! To participate in
this celebration is truly a great and memorable honor. Please submit a
title for oral c)r poster sessions.
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BOOK REVIEW

TSUNAMI! HAWAIISS OWN DRAMATIC STORIES AND THE FACTS ABOUT THE
GIANT WAVES, written by Walt Dudley and Min Lee and published by
the University of Hawaii. Press, Honolulu, HI, 198 pages.
Reviewed by George D. Curtis.

The book jalcket-type subtitle does summarize this great book,
but seems to mask how well written it is. It skillfully
combines first-hand accounts of survivors with scientific
information on tsunamis. Dr. Dudley is a Professor of
Oceanography at the Hilo campus of the University of Hawaii with
a special interest in tsunamis and Mi.n Lee is a Hi.lo writer and
photographer. They have done an outstanding job of covering
just about all aspects of tsunamis i.n a popular, non-scientific,
but technically detailed and valid book.

Chapters include: The 1946 Tsunami; What is a Tsunami?; The
Warning System: The 1960 Tsunami Disaster; What Went Wrong?;
Local Tsunamis: and, The Next Tsunami. The authors alternate
graphic, factual stories of tsunami hits with explanations of
the social and technical factors involved. Both are throughly
researched. Some of the accounts have never been published
before. ThLe technical side benefits from Dudleyss close
association with the tsunami research program. The authors are
educators, amd know how to convey knowledge while holding the
readers interest. An excellent selection of photos are
included.

Some may feel the accounts are too focussed on Hilo; they are,
but that is the prime location to obtain history in the U.S.A.
The survivors of the 1946 tragedy are passing on rapidly and
will not be awai.lable to other writers. The paradox of a
working warning system but many deaths i.n the 1960 event can
only be studied in Hilo, but its implications apply elsewhere
and to other hazards.



BOOK REVIEW

NUMERICAL MODELING OF WATER WAVES, written by Charles L. Mader
and published by the University of California Press, Berkeley,
CA, 206 pages. Reviewed by T. S. Murty.

This monograph contains four chapters in addition to an
introduction, three appendices, and author index, and a subject
index. Chapter one is titled Water Wave Theory and gives a good
mathematical treatment of the following topics; Equations of
Fluid Dynamics, Description of Water Waves, Laitone solitary
waves, Airy waves and Stokes Waves.

The shallow water model is discussed in chapter two under three
parts. In the first part, the shallow water equations are
developed, the finite difference forms are given in part two,
and in part three application to the problem of the interaction
of tsunami waves with continental shelves and slopes is
considered. The title of chapter three is The Two-Dimensional
Navier-Stokes Model. This chapter has the following sections:
The Two-Dimensional Navier-Stokes equations, the
Finite-Difference Equations, Application to Tsunami Wave
Propagation, Application to Underwater Barriers, and Application
to Waves from Cavities.

The final chapter is about the three-dimensional Navier-Stokes
model and is comprised of the following sections: The
Finite-difference Equations, Applications to Tsunami Wave
Formation, and Future Applications. The references are given at
the end of each chapter. Appendix A lists the computer program
for the Wave code; Appendix B gives the Swan code and Appendix C
lists the Zuni code. Along with the program listings, examples
are given.

All in all the monograph packs a lot of valuable information of
theoretical and practical interest, with convenient-to-use
computer programs. The author should be congratulated for
sharing this excellent work with others.



lNTERFtlATIONAL CONFERENCE
NATURAL AND MAN-M~E HAZARDS IN COASTfi ZONES

SAN DIEGO, CALIFORNIA, U.S.A. ENSEN~A, BAJA CALIFORNIA, MEXICO

AUGUST 14-21, 1988

OBJECTIVES

This conferencewill focuson
thosehazards which af feet
coastlines, 1 ike storm .wwges,
near- shore earthquake, tsunamis,
and water pollution, among
others. The :energy source may
be local, as in slumping, or
distant, as in tele-tsunamis.
The conference is directed to
the chemical, physical, and
biological aspects of the
hazards.

SPONSORSHIP

The TsunamiSocietyis the
principal scientific organiza-
tion sponsoring the (lmference,
and CICESEScientific Research
and Higher Education Center of
Ensenada, B.C. as well as the
Secretary of the Navy, both
from Mexico, are the hosts and
co-organizers of the Conference.
Other organizations wishing to
be considered for sponsorship
should contactthe International
OrganizingCommittee.

LOCATIOh!

The city of Ensenada, Baja Cali-
fornia, Mexico is a small and
pleasant fishing town located in
the Pacific Ocean shores, 60
miles south of the Mexico-USA
border,and accessibleby ground
transportationfrom San Diego
InternationalAirport (USA)and
TijuanaInternationalAirport
(Mexico).

CALL FOR PAPERS

The OrganizingCommitteeinvites
all scientists and engineerswho
have interestin naturaland man-
made hazardsresearchto partic-
ipatein the InternationalConfer
ence on Naturaland Man-made —
Hazards in CoastalZoneswhich
will take place in Ensenada,Baja
California,Mexico,14-21August,
1988,with an initialplenaryses
sion in San Diego,California,–
USA. The proceedingsof this Con-
ferenceare scheduledfor publi-
cationas a volumeof The Journal
of NaturalHazards.

INTERNATIONALORGANIZINGCO’VMTI’EE
TSWI SOCIETY;HAZARDSCONFERENCE
Suite6
2919KapiolaniBlvd.
Honolulu,Hawaii,96826

usA
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OBJECTIVE
The role of marine techncdogy in the economic development of the Pacific Basin resources is of vital concern to planners,
pollcymaKers, administrators as well as educatorsand scholars.The paClflCCOngrt?SSbringstogetherscholarsand
resourcepersonswho WIII addreSS key Issues concerning the marinetechnologyrelatedtotheocean ecomomicpotential
oftheregionfroma multi-disciplinaryperspective.The Congress is conducted biannually and facilitates an exchange of
views and idea S Detween representatives of the Pacific island nations and of the lar9er rim countries and thereby
strengthens future mformahon exchange and collaborative research linKages.

BACKGROUND
The first Paclflc Congress on Marine Technology (pACON 84] held at the princess miulani HoteL Honolulu. Ht. APrll 24-27.
1984 was att(?ndE?d by 211 participants, including representatives frOm nine Pacific Rim nations; PACON 86 also was held
at the Princess Kawlanl Hotel, March 24-28, 1986 and was attended by 227 participants from eleven nations. Twenty
exhibitors displayed their Products, programs and services at eaCh of the Conventions. Ninety-two papers were
presented under nineteen teChnlCal sessions at PACON 84 and one hundred forty five papers were presented at
PACON 86 m thirty one sessions.

Plans for PACON 88 are already underway for May 16-20, 1988. We hope you will put PACON 88 on your calendar and plan
to attend. Additional information WIII be provided as planning progresses. Please return the attaChed Pre-Registration Form
for any specdlc information you may require.

PROGRAM FORMAT
The papers and discussions by a multi-disciplinary team of academicians, resource planners. pOli Cy analysis.
entrepreneurs and admlnstrators. among OtherS, will address economic, legal, defense and Socio-cultural (limenslons of
Paclflc Basin ocean resource development and management. ,SPeclal attention will be Paid to the lmPact of marine
te~hq~!o~y on !Ee ~J~!:~\,; ~f \lfe of the pacific Islanders, The presentations will Ccmbine th@OretlCal i~si~hts and ~M~,rlCai

‘research on problems of durrent and Continuing Interest to a broad alJdienCf2.

Sessions on the following I.epics are planned:

Technology of Fish Finding
and Tracking

Ocean Energy
Marine Mmmg
Maritime Economics and Pc)lIcy
Marine Transportation and Ports
Marine Recreation,

Marine Park Technology
Mariculture Technology:

Management lntef_faCe
Marine Biotechnology

Undersea Vehicles and Workshops
Ocean Robotics Hawaiian Ocean Experiment

Remote Sensing and Marine Technology Education
Oceanographic Satellites Marine Recreation: 8oats and Other

Marine Applications of Moving Platforms
Global Positioning Ocean Data Program for Operational Forecasts

Ocean ACOustiC Systems
Ocean Engineering Applications

in the Pacific
Tsunami
Paclflc Ocean Sea Level

Variability
EEZ Mapping
Software Technology

REGISTRATION
Regstrat!on fee for the Ci>n ress is $215 (US) Prior to March 30. 1988. and $240 thereafter: for members of sPonsorln9

8socletles, registration is S18 prior to March 30, 1988 and $205thereafter.Price Includes luncheons, recepllon, banquet
and a copy of the Proceedings. Spouses’s regcstratlon is $95, Which includes luncheons, reception and banquet. Stuaent
registration IS S1 5 per day or S45 for full Congress, including luncheons. Registrations fees cannot be returned, AcfctltlOnal
Copies of tne Proceedings will be available at S40 (US] each.

ACCOMMODATIONS
A block of rooms have been reserved fOr the Congress participants at the Ala Moana Hotel Reservations should be Senl
drectly to the hotel, Spec!al rates are available to PACON guests.
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APPLICATION FOR MEMBERSHIP

THE TSUNAMI SOCIETY
P.O. Box 8523

Honolulu, Hawaii 96815, USA

1desireadmissionintotheTsunami Societyas: (Check appropriate box.)

•l Student •l Member •l Institutional Member

Name Signature

Address ~hone No.

Zip Code Country

Employed by —

Address

Title of your positi[on

FEE: Student $5.00 Member $25.00 Institution $100.00
Fee includes a subscription to the society journal: SCIENCE OF TSUNAMI HAZARDS.

Send dues for on(? year with application. Membership shall date from 1 January of the year -
in which the applicant joins. Membership of an applicant applying on or after October 1 will
begin with 1 January of the succeeding calendar year and his first dues payment will be
applied to that yea~r.
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